Quickest change point detection is concerned with the detection of statistical change(s) in sequences while minimizing the detection delay subject to false alarm constraints. In this paper, the problem of change point detection is studied when the decision maker only has access to compressive measurements. First, an expression for the average detection delay of Shiryaev's procedure with compressive measurements is derived in the asymptotic regime where the probability of false alarm goes to zero. Second, the dependence of the delay on the compression ratio and the signal to noise ratio is explicitly quantified. The ratio of delays with and without compression is studied under various sensing matrix constructions, including Gaussian ensembles and random projections. For a target ratio of the delays after and before compression, a sufficient condition on the number of measurements required to meet this objective with prespecified probability is derived.
The vast majority of the work in this area has focused on signal sampling for reconstruction. Nevertheless, there is a also a growing interest to develop signal processing techniques that work directly on compressive measurements when the goal of the inference task does not necessarily require the reconstruction of the signal. For such tasks, the relevant performance metric could be different from the mean square error of the signal estimate. For example, the problem of signal detection from compressive measurements was considered in [9] , [10] . It was shown that further compression gains are achievable since we do not wish to reconstruct the signal, but rather care about minimizing the probability of misclassification. The authors in [11] considered the problem of recovery of principal components from compressive measurements. This approach was used to estimate the parameters of Gaussian Mixture models directly from compressed data.
In this paper we consider the problem of change detection from compressive measurements. Change detection aims to detect statistical changes in data while minimizing the detection delay subject to false alarm constraints [12] . This problem arises in various applications including anomaly/intrusion detection, surveillance systems, and structural health monitoring [13] , [14] . An extensive body of work in sequential analysis has been devoted to understand the fundamental delay/false alarm tradeoff and various formulations such as the minimax [15] [16] [17] and the Bayesian forumlations [18] [19] [20] were considered. The performances of various change point algorithms were further analyzed in the asymptotic setting where the probability of false alarm goes to zero [19] , [21] . The main questions that this paper seeks to address is whether and how change detection can be achieved using compressive measurements and what the associated performance is. We derive bounds on the Average Detection Delay (ADD) of the Shiryaev's procedure with compressive measurements using different matrix constructions, including sensing matrices drawn from a Gaussian ensemble and random projections in the asymptotic regime of vanishing false alarm probability. Also, we explicitly quantify the dependence of the delay on the compression ratio and the signal to noise ratio.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide preliminary background for the change point detection problem and Shiryaev's procedure. The problem setup in presented in Section III. In Section IV, we study the problem of change detection from compressive measurements and derive upper and lower bounds on the average detection delay in the asymptotic setting of vanishing false alarm probability. In Section V, we focus on compressed change detection of sparse phenomena. Numerical and simulation results are presented in Section VI. We conclude in Section VII. are observed, and at some unknown point λ in time, the observed sequence is still i.i.d. but with a new distribution f 1 . In the Bayesian setting [19] , λ is random with probability distribution, π k = P(λ = k). Change point detection aims to design a stopping rule to declare the occurrence of the change. A stopping time τ for an observed sequence {Y n } n≥1 is measurable if the event {τ ≤ n} belongs to the sigma algebra F n = σ(Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . , Y n ). As in [19] , we define the Average Detection Delay (ADD) and the Probability of False Alarm (PFA) as
P π and E π denote the average probability measure (w.r.t. π) and expectation, and (τ − λ) + = max(τ − λ, 0).
Defining the two hypotheses, H 0 : λ > n and H 1 : λ ≤ n, it is not hard to show that the Likelihood Ratio (LR), Λ n , for these two hypotheses is
The optimal change-point detection procedure aims to minimize ADD subject to a constraint on PFA. In particular, subject to the constraint PFA ≤ α, Shiryaev showed that it is optimal to stop at the first time ν A that Λ n exceeds a threshold A that depends on α [18] . Hence,
where A should be chosen to satisfy the false alarm constraint with equality, which may only be possible in special
Subsequent work established that Shiryaev's procedure is asymptotically optimal when α → 0 for the aforementioned choice of the threshold A [19] .
III. PROBLEM SETUP
In this paper, we are interested in studying the problem of change point detection in a setting where the decision maker only has access to compressive measurements. The objective is to study and quantify the effect of compression on the average detection delay, and to derive conditions under which change-point detection can be carried out efficiently with compressive measurements. Next, we introduce the problem setup.
Conditioned on a change at time λ = k, we assume that the observations before change follow the model
After change, the observations follow the model
The sensing matrix Φ is M × N , with M << N , and s is a known signal in S ⊆ R N . We assume that the decision maker does not have control over the sensing matrix Φ. We further assume that λ is geometric with parameter ρ. Simplifying the expression of Λ n in (3), we get
where
The matrix, Q = Φ T (ΦΦ T ) −1 Φ, is the orthogonal projection matrix on R(Φ), the row space of Φ. We also observe that the statistic Λ n obeys the recursion
IV. COMPRESSED CHANGE DETECTION First, we would like to characterize the performance of Shiryaev's procedure in the compressive measurements setting. In this section, we consider random constructions of the matrix Φ and derive upper and lower bounds on ADD(ν A ). Second, we characterize the ratio of the delays with and without compression as a function of the compression ratio. We state the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let Φ be an M × N random matrix with rank M and unit norm rows. Then, for any s ∈ S, ν A in (4) satisfies
with probability at least 1 − 2e −cM δ 2 , for some constant c > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1), where
and o(1) → 0 as α → 0.
Proof: By the asymptotic optimality of Shiryaev's procedure [19] we know that
since Z k n converges to D(f 1 , f 0 ), the KL-divergence between f 1 and f 0 . Since f 1 is N (Φs, σ 2 ΦΦ T ) and f 0 is
The matrix Φ has full row rank. By the reduced form of the SVD decomposition, we can write Φ = UΣV T , where U, V and Σ are unitary, orthonormal and diagonal matrices, respectively. The matrixΦ = Σ −1 U T Φ has the same row space of Φ and has orthonormal rows. Hence,
(a) follows since Φ andΦ have the same row space and (b) follows sinceΦ has orthonormal rows, i.e.,ΦΦ T = I.
SinceΦ is a random orthogonal projection, then Φ s 2 satisfies
with probability at least 1 − 2e −cM δ 2 [9] , [22] . The result follows.
The next theorem, characterizes ADD(ν A ) when Φ is drawn from a Gaussian ensemble. 
with probability at least 1 − 2e −cM δ 2 , for some constant c > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1), where ADD and ADD u are as defined in (11) .
Proof: The matrix Φ is Gaussian, thus it satisfies the subgaussian concentration inequality. In other words, for δ ∈ (0, 1) and for any given s ∈ S
with probability greater than or equal to 1 − 2e −cM δ 2 [9] , [22] . The row space of Φ has a uniformly distributed orientation. As such, Qs 2 is distributed as Qs 2 for a random orthogonal projection. Thus, N M Q satisfies the subgaussian concentration inequality, i.e.,
Replacing in (13), Theorem 2 follows.
A. Detection delay and compression ratio
The result of Theorems 1 and 2 quantify the effect of the compression ratio γ = M N and the SNR = s 2 σ 2 on the detection delay. In particular, with the aforementioned probability the delays ratio r of the average detection delay with compression to that without compression for the settings of Theorems 1 and 2 satisfies
where,
V. COMPRESSED CHANGE DETECTION OF SPARSE PHENOMENA
In this section, we particularly focus on the special case where S is the set of sparse signals of order K, i.e.,
The goal is to determine the number M of measurements needed to achieve a target delay ratio r ≤ r 0 with probability ≥ 1 − β. The result follows directly from the previous analysis and the concentration of random matrices. We can readily state the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Consider the setup of Theorem 2. For δ, β ∈ (0, 1), and a number of measurements M satisfying
the delay ratio r is such that r ≤ r 0 with probability at least 1 − β, where
, and (23)
Proof: Given δ ∈ (0, 1) and if M ≥ M 1 , then Φ and N M Q satisfy the subgaussian concentration inequality property with probability at least 1 − β [9] . Replacing in the RHS of (19) , the target delay ratio r 0 is met if M > M 2 . The result follows.
The following theorem establishes a general result for the detection delay based on sensing matrices that satisfy the RIP property [2] , [3] .
Theorem 4. If the matrix Φ satisfies the RIP property of order K and constant δ [3] , and G = Φ T Φ is the Gram matrix, then ADD(ν A ) satisfies
and λ min (G) and λ max (G) denote the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of G, respectively. 
The equality follows as before from the common row space and the orthonormal rows property. The first inequality follows since s ∈ S and J is the support set, while the second inequality follows from the SVD ofΦ. Similarly, we can prove an upper bound to get that
The matrix Φ satisfies the RIP property of order K and |J| ≤ K, which is equivalent to the requirement
This completes the proof.
A. Compressed change detection via wireless channels
In various sensing applications, the sensor measurements are transmitted to a central unit via a wireless channel for further processing. In such cases, the goal may be to detect a change based on measurements received at the central node. These measurements are the result of the convolution of the transmitted signals with the channel impulse response and hence can be represented in matrix form with the matrix Φ being a Toeplitz matrix. As a direct application of Theorem 4, our next result establishes a bound on the detection delay of the Shiryaev procedure in such settings based on the known RIP properties of Toeplitz matrices [23] .
Corollary 5. If Φ is is an M × N Toeplitz matrix, with all distinct entries Φ i i.i.d., Gaussian with zero mean and
with probability at least
Proof: In [23] , it was shown that sufficiently large random Toeplitz matrices satisfy the RIP property with high probability. Hence, by Theorem 4 we only need to upper bound the largest eigenvalue of the matrix G.
Bounds based on Geršgorin circle theorem [24] were derived in [23] . To upper bound the maximum eigenvalue of
by Geršgorin circle theorem. Using the concentration bounds in [23] on the entries of the Gram matrix, we have that
for some constants δ 1 , δ 2 > 0. Combining (32) and (31)
with probability ≥ 1 − e −c1M/K 2 , when M > c 2 K 2 log N . Under this condition, Φ was shown to satisfy the RIP property [23] establishing the result of Theorem 5. 
VI. NUMERICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS
Theorem 3 establishes a sufficient condition on the compression ratio γ = M/N needed to achieve a target delay ratio r 0 with high probability. Fig. 1 shows the ratios , is dominated by the constant γ 2 , which determines the compression gain. We note that the results hold irrespective of the choice of the signal s ∈ S as we do not consider matching the matrix Φ to s. Fig. 2b shows the average delay of Shiryaev's procedure as a function of the compression ratio γ, together with the theoretical upper and lower bounds.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the problem of Bayesian change detection when the decision maker only has access to compressive measurements. We derived an expression for the average detection delay of Shiryaev's procedure with compressive measurements when the probability of false alarm is sufficiently small. We quantified the dependence of the delay on the compression ratio with various matrix constructions, including Gaussian ensembles and random projections, and derived upper and lower bounds on the average detection delay with compressive measurements. It was shown that the delay/false alarm tradeoff with compressive measurements depends on the projection on the row space of the sensing matrix, which admits a favorable concentration of measure for different sensing settings of interest.
